
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Empower your workforce with enhanced two-factor authentication and a faster interface. 

Worldox Web 3 
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Worldox Web 3.2 displayed in a browser 

 

 

Worldox Web 3 is the companion to Worldox GX4 and you must be on the current version of GX4 to install it.   
It also requires: 

 64 Bit Windows Server 2012 R2 or Higher running IIS 
 Static IP address with a corresponding hostname 
 Full time broadband Internet connection 
  

 Windows 10 (x64 required) workstation, quad core 
CPU with min 8 GB of RAM, to serve as a Worldox 
Proxy Server. 

 

Worldox Web 3 is the latest Internet companion product to Worldox GX4. The browser version features a 
totally new, more modern and simplified user interface to improve navigation. The new mobile front-ends 
have also been enhanced so that the user interface is optimized for the screen’s resolution. Whether you 
access Worldox Web from a PC, smartphone or tablet, you can access all Worldox features in an intuitive way. 

This feature-rich product is the perfect mobility tool to provide you with access to your Worldox content over 
a wide array of devices. We have all had a situation when you need a file and all you have is your phone — 
now you have the solution. 

The Worldox Web 3 module comes with a fully redesigned Web Server Engine and User Interface. It includes 
the Worldox Web Integration Agent for Worldox Web 3 which provides popup integration on File>Open and 
File>Save operations for most applications with which GX4 currently integrates.  

Want Worldox Web 3 but prefer not to set up a web server? 
Contact us for details about Hosted Worldox Web 3 where we host the server for you. 



 

 

 

Contact Worldox Direct: 
Sales: (800) 962-6360 
           sales@worldox.com 
Main Site: www.worldox.com 
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Worldox Web 3 

For details, contact your Worldox Reseller: 

 

 Browser-based Worldox Web requires no 
additional client software and works on any device 
with a browser. Manually check out and check in 
files.  

 Worldox Web Integration Agent for Windows 
devices enables direct integration with most 
programs that Worldox does. Automatically check 
files in and out as you open and edit them. You can 
also drag and drop file objects to the Worldox 
WorkZone. 

       
      

Benefits for your business include: 

  Includes all access on PCs, laptops or handheld 
devices 

 Available 24/7, without the need for VPN, Citrix or 
any other remote access software 

 Incorporates Worldox “Active Profiling®” technology 
for speed and efficiency 

 Mobile friendly interface to support all popular 
devices that display Worldox features ideally for your 
screen’s resolution 

 Extends the remarkable utility of Worldox out-of-
office, even into client meetings 

 One-click email forward and attach 

 Hosted option available for a monthly fee 

 Two-factor authentication for personalized security 
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Worldox Web is more efficient than ever with tighter security and reactive front-end.  

 

In addition to being able to access Worldox via the 
Worldox Web solution, you can also use the Worldox 
app on an iPad or iPhone. The Worldox for iPad app 
provides new features, a redesigned user interface and 
built-in help documentation. The app is available for 
download from the Apple® App store. 

 

 
Worldox search form on an iPhone 

 

Two factor authentication (2FA) works internationally 
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